Look Up Word Webs:  

The names of ten **mythological creatures** are hidden in this word square. Can you find them all? Put a circle round the words that you find.

Note that the words can be written vertically, horizontally, diagonally – or even backwards!

If you need help, look up the **word web** for **myth** in the *Oxford Primary Thesaurus* to find a list of creatures found in myths and legends.

```
P W W G C E N T A U R
H I U P B Y E Z T D S
O A C N Q M C S I M N
E S Y F I Z Q A J O G
N Z C W L C M C G F R
I M L L J R O A M O Y
X D O P E U R R D G P
C R P M U D M F N R H
T R S I O I Q A X E O
G I B H T J Q Q D I N
V H L B L I Y E T I L
```